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This is Terri Newlon from Sedona, Arizona, USA. www.TerriNewlon.com
You can also listen to the following message, and all subsequent messages which change every
Thursday:
By calling: 1-918-222-7201, Box 163
Or by clicking on this link: http://www.audioacrobat.com/play/WC4rwp5k
(clear the cache on your computer if you hear an old version)
And here is Djwhal Khul's latest weekly Spirituality Article:
“Aligned with Life Purpose and Spiritual Hierarchy Always Present”
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. A very warm Tibetan greeting to you and a little bit of an energising effect in the aura.
This is a perfect time to keep rejuvenating and regenerating energies in the auric field. Now you
might even just imagine the way you might fluff a pillow or shake something, shake the lint off a
towel or something; kind of fluffing and waving motion going on inside the aura and there should
be a nice little burst of energy, maybe some goose bumps or other cellular sensation that is
appropriate, so kind of a vigorous energy is very timely right now.
In yesterday’s Wednesday class, we talked about the Dharma Awakening for Humanity and as a
kind of little recap of that particular session, we are going to just imagine always having at your
disposal all of the members of the Spiritual Hierarchy, you know, coaches, consultants, always
there, connected and helping you, so that you are staying on target with your dharma which is
also called life purpose.
Now life purpose and if you want to, next time we offer private sessions, if you want to get a life
purpose or divine purpose alignment, those are rather short and you can do a question and
answer after that. Private sessions are offered by e-newsletter only. That’s how you find out
when they are going to happen. There is just a handful each month, probably not every month,
but just a handful periodically.
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A divine purpose alignment is not so much about getting the information precisely, in fact those
of you who are wondering “what is my purpose in this life time?” I would say let go of the need
to put it in a specific order in the brain and simply proclaim that you are aligned and then there
are specific colours and exercises and what not that would be more custom designed for you.
But rather than separating yourself or Humanity, say ”most of humanity is not following their
life purpose”, I would say that we are still in that time period where positive thinking is
extremely important because what you are thinking is manifesting much more quickly now and if
you want to just assume, if you will, that humanity is pretty much on target, that they are in
touch with their souls, that they want the world to be a better place and they want to preserve
their home planet and create ongoing resources that keep regenerating themselves. So just call
upon that aspect of goodness in all of Creation and assume that that is what is operating
because just that bit of transferring of energy in your own personal consciousness does add to
the mass consciousness. As you know you are not separate.
So the same thing with your life purpose, rather than thinking “it’s out there somewhere and I
haven’t figured it out yet” or “the boat sailed and I missed it”. Or whatever runs through,
because failure is going to be, fear and failure, are going to be running through your head
periodically at least and again, just proclaim, “I am right on target. Everything is moving along”.
And then to go to your core value:
“What is it that I need?”
“I need to read a spiritual passage or I need a spiritual quote everyday or I need to
meditate for 5 minutes or I need to just feel spiritual energy”.
As I am talking of course, I am delivering that to your body: the vibration of healing energy is
carried in my voice pattern, it is also carried in print so when you are reading. If you are
reading this as a transcript by the way, you want to listen to my voice while you read. You can
to do both at the same time. Either by telephone or over your computer speaker so that is
oftentimes quite helpful; unless you are reading the Spanish translation and then still the
vibration of my voice in the background, just playing that vibration is attuning you to your
spiritual partnerships and reminding you:
“Oh yes, there is a whole team of Ascended Masters. There is a whole team of Angels,
there is a whole team of Lightworkers. It is extremely extensive and I am part of that
team and this is one of my touchstones”.
So assume you have, and you do have, the Spiritual Hierarchy right there, almost sitting around
just above the top of the head, sitting around a circle there as your personal advisors and keep
lining up everything that you do. Now you could be paying your telephone bill or you could be
shopping for your groceries for dinner, washing some clothing, whatever it is, keep lining it up
with spiritual purpose:
“Nourishing my body; I am taking care of my expenses; I make sure I have clean clothing
and that I am presentable” or whatever.
So the less and less and less contrast in your life; don’t say “mundane” and “spiritual” for
example.
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Keep consciously making that link and you will see a dramatic improvement in the way that you
feel about life, that you will be much more happy about things that you are doing.
So we are going closer and closer to Oneness, further and further away from separation
consciousness.
All right dear ones. This has been your weekly spirituality article. It is a pleasure to be of
service to you. As always, thank you and my love to you.
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
(This Spirituality Article transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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